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General questions for all papers and for the discussion
●
Most of the papers remain at a very descriptive level: how speech patterns can be identified and how lexical and topic co-occurrences can be
properly analysed. Description is essential but, how are these tools useful to gain explanatory insights into political speech?
●
We already know that different parties prioritise different topics and issues while still retaining some core common (sometimes 'valence') issues
and topics, and we know that when the context changes parties adapt the topics and issues that they focus on; what we don't always know is
why, how and when exactly changes are triggered. How can the methods you use help us understand the substantive political dynamics that
underlie speech change?
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Identifying Parties in Manifestos and Parliament Speeches. Costanza Navarretta and Dorte Haltrup Hansen

Feedback:

high methodological sophistication and a good substantive knowledge of political corpora
very professionally crafted with very clear explanations of the methods used at each of the two main steps of the processing and analysis of the corpora,
BUT
●
it does not really connect the data processing and analysis step relating to party manifestos to the second step relating to parliamentary speeches in
terms of substantive or methodological application
●
it never justifies what is the exact point of the prediction models, as it does not specify in which contexts such an application would be useful if the
parliamentary speeches always identify the speaker
Questions
●
Given that we already know that political speech combines elements of 'uniqueness' and of 'common language usage', how does the predictive model
help us understand further the political uses of language?
●
●
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Comparing Lexical Usage in Political Discourse across Diachronic Corpora. Klaus Hofmann, Anna Marakasova, Andreas Baumann, Julia Neidhardt
and Tanja Wissik

Feedback:

Great to be analysing and comparing data from two different corpora (media and parliament) diachronically
Very clear presentation of methods and rationale for their choice, BUT
It is unclear why you have chosen to have two corpora that don't contain the same types of speakers/producers of speech (journalists vs politicians), in
my view not so comparable for conclusions about lexical usage as they include media bias driven by media system dominance; I would have selected only
speech by party representatives reported by the media (e.g. quotes or interviews)
●
Also unclear why you've preferred newspapers and not TV or radio
●
If you had chosen to select media and parliamentary speech from politicians only, I would question that media and parliamentary speech are so different
to each other to be considered structurally substantially different, as increasingly parliamentary appearances (especially since they began being recorded
by TV) are 'mediatized' and parties have increasingly coherent 'scripts' for the speech production for parliament and for the media. This may have been
so in the period between the 1950s and the 1990s, but since the 1990s the media scripting has permeated political communication strategies across the
board.
Questions
●
Given your choices, how do you think that media bias affects your lexical analysis?
●
●
●
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The Europeanization of Parliamentary Debates on Migration in Austria, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. Andreas Blaette, Simon Gehlhar
and Christoph Leonhardt

Feedback:

Very strong and illuminating paper that combines state of the art knowledge in both political science and language/text processing
Includes a detailed explanation about how the plenary protocols were parsed, offering a proof of concept
It very clearly explains how the LDA model was applied in terms of research practice, and reassures about the validity of the process
Figure 4 is particularly interesting, as it allows ascertaining the evolution of the Europeanized migration speeches over time and across countries BUT
The interpretation for the big vs small countries might be a bit overstretched as in FR it is around 10% with a bit of fluctuation for the 2014 period,
whereas for DE it is clearly declining and for AT & NL it is clearly increasing.
Questions
●
Given that topic modeling provides limited leverage to gain knowledge about substantive issue representation, what are the next steps to understand the
dynamics of the Europeanization of migration-related debates?
●
Do you have any a priori explanation/speculation for the puzzling result that the Europeanization of migration debates are less Europeanized precisely
when we might expect it to be more so (the period after the 'refugee crisis')?
●
●
●
●
●
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Querying a large annotated corpus of parliamentary debates. Sascha Diwersy and Giancarlo Luxardo

Feedback:

A very interesting dimensional analysis of the lexical usage during the parliamentary debates on specific pieces of legislation
I particularly liked the attempt to position parties in a bi-dimensional space with Correspondence Analysis, BUT
●
The substantive meaning of the dimensions needs to be fleshed out more explicitly
●
It is unclear what these different lexical usages tell us about the positions of the parties in relation to the substantive pieces of legislation
Questions
●
To what extent can the corpora be also easily linked to voting behaviour on the two laws? In other words, how can the analysis become a bit more
'explanatory'?
●
How is the variability within parliamentary groups (these are not always homogeneous political parties) captured?
●
●

Identifying Parties in Manifestos and Parliament Speeches. Costanza Navarretta and Dorte Haltrup Hansen

Given that we already know that political speech combines elements
of 'uniqueness' and of 'common language usage', how does the
predictive model help us understand further the political uses of language?
It is correct that the paper investigates the degree of uniqueness vs. differences in Manifestos
(manually) and in parliamentary speeches (automatically) from different parties. Thus, we do not
address directly language use in politics. Why this study?
●
●
●
●

The relation between different parties and left- and right wing are not the same in all countries
and change over time.
In Denmark, differences between “historical” parties have diminished the past twenty years.
New parties have gained/gain popularity advocating a few hot topics, e.g. “reducing nonwestern immigration”, “decreasing taxes” etc.
Other parties follow taking the ownership of the same topics to get more votes.

Identifying Parties in Manifestos and Parliament Speeches. Costanza Navarretta and Dorte Haltrup Hansen

Similarities/differences in speeches can indicate whether parties from left and write
wings can be clearly distinguished, and e.g. indicate that the traditional dichotomy
left/right does not always make sense.
How can this study be generalised ?
A)

B)

C)

Performing the prediction studies of speeches of politicians from left and right
parties in different time spans and looking at changes with respect to external
events (linked data?).
Investigating differences and similarities in parliament speeches including time
and topic and information between whether the MPs’ party is at the
government or not.
Conducting similar prediction studies on parliamentary debates of different
countries in order to compare the various results.

IdenTfying ParTes in Manifestos and Parliament Speeches. Costanza NavarreHa and Dorte Haltrup Hansen

Other reasons for these types of study:
●

●

Addressing Hansards from a pure
computational linguistic point of view is
important because of the Hansards’ particular
genre (edited transcripts of speeches) .
Developing/applying/testing NLP methods on
Hansards (and other political discourse) can
contribute to democracy, e.g. can we
automatically show that politicians from
different parties say the same about certain
topics even if their e.g. Manifestos differ?

Comparing Lexical Usage in Political Discourse across Diachronic Corpora. Klaus Hofmann, Anna Marakasova, Andreas Baumann, Julia Neidhardt and
Tanja Wissik

Q1: Our results do point to interesting trends that relate to patterns in the political speech of
parties in a coalition vis-à-vis parties in the opposition:
a) parties in coalition tend to converge onto similar lexical choices, while opposing parties
diverge in terms of their lexical choices;
b) we find that different parties have varying levels of success in getting their parliamentary
lexical repertoires picked up by the media;
Q2: With our diachronic time series approach, we can theoretically correlate lexical usage to
any potential extralinguistic event and check for correlation.
Q3: AMC is big, however, not all types of media are included (e.g. online / social) →
a) extend the corpus to online publications, social media etc.;
b) creating sub-corpora according to publication/media types and explore possible lexical
convergence;

The Europeanization of Parliamentary Debates on Migration in Austria, France, Germany, and the Netherlands.
Andreas Blaette, Simon Gehlhar and Christoph Leonhardt

General Question: Description is essential but, how are these tools [topic modelling in our case] useful to gain explanatory insights
into political speech? Paper-specific question Q1: Given that topic modeling provides limited leverage to gain knowledge about
substantive issue representation, what are the next steps to understand the dynamics of the Europeanization of migration-related
debates?
●

Our paper deliberately uses a very parsimonious concept (“attention”) rather than more complex concepts (frames, narratives).
We try to be careful when it comes to the substantive interpretation of the quantitative results of the topic modelling.

●

Next steps are (a) to leave the level of the whole parliament and to consider parties / parliamentary groups and their
interaction (e.g. effects of populist actors / contagion effect) and (b) to work with more substantive concepts (frames,
narratives).

●

Quantitative data-driven approaches (like topic modelling) are very well-suited to identify patterns and underlying structures
within large corpora. But to gain substance and to ensure validity, a combination with qualitative interpretative approaches is
necessary (“quanlification”, e.g. https://polmine.github.io/gallery/topicmodel_flexdashboard.html)

●

Creating training data that operationalizes complex concepts and using ML techniques is what we envisage. And we work hard
to establish an accessible toolbox for quanlification workflows. See: https://ablaette.github.io/sshoc_webinar_slides/#1

The Europeanization of Parliamentary Debates on Migration in Austria, France, Germany, and the Netherlands.
Andreas Blaette, Simon Gehlhar and Christoph Leonhardt

Q2: Do you have any a priori explanation/speculation for the puzzling result that the Europeanization of migration debates
declined precisely when we might expect it to be more so (the period after the 'refugee crisis')?
●
●
●
●

We may have overstated the difference between small / larger EU states somewhat. We have more Europeanization
in Austria, the Netherlands, a persisting status quo in France, and decreasing Europeanization in Germany.
Explanation A: Greater sense of interdependence in the wake of the “crisis” in smaller states => Europeanization
Explanation B: European obsession of populist parties (FPÖ, Front National, Geert Wilders)? They might elicit
(negatively framed) attention for European dimension, other parties respond
We do not know until we read / validate / quanlify!

Querying a large annotated corpus of parliamentary debates. Sascha Diwersy and Giancarlo Luxardo

Q1) Our paper has a primarily a demonstraWve purpose. We build a corpus of poliWcal debates, fully indexed with a linguisWc
annotaWon. It can be accessed from a Web portal with speciﬁc text retrieval funcWonaliWes based on a standard query language. The
text can also be extracted and processed with common tools for text analyWcs. With a subcorpus extracted with the terms describing a
speciﬁc legislaWon ("loi Travail"), we create a cross-tabulaWon based on lemmas and poliWcal aﬃliaWons:
- the ﬁrst dimension of the correspondence analysis shows an unexpected opposiWon between ecologists and socialists focused around
the topic of demonstraWons (this can be explained by the reduced number of speeches involving the ecologists: following a split before
the adopWon of the law their group was dissolved)
- the meaning of the second dimension is clearly given by the le] opposiWon to the legislaWon (arguments about social consequences
and European treaWes)
Q2) This example is not simple to analyse because of the opposiWon observed within the majority parWes. The measures of variance
included in the results of our analysis help in the interpretaWon of the highlighted contrasts, but they do not directly give indicaWons
about variability within parliamentary groups. AddiWonal variables should be studied: the idenWty of a each speaker, the date of the
speech. Other methods can be considered (e.g. mulWple correspondence analysis).

Querying a large annotated corpus of parliamentary debates. Sascha Diwersy and Giancarlo Luxardo

Correspondence analysis
(displaying poli1cal groups)
Écolo: Groupe écologiste
GDR: Gauche démocrate et républicaine - NI : Non inscrits
RRDP : Radical, républicain, démocrate et progressiste
SRC_SER: Socialiste, républicain et citoyen / Socialiste, écologistes et républicain
UDI : Union des démocrates et indépendants
UMP_LR : Union pour un Mouvement Populaire / LesRépublicains

Querying a large annotated corpus of parliamentary debates. Sascha Diwersy and Giancarlo Luxardo

Correspondence analysis
with political groups (columns)
and words (rows)

